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Project Overview

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS

This Research Recap covers insights and learnings collected throughout 

the process of researching, exploring and designing the House Manager 

mobile experience with Prolific Interactive. 
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A3 House Manager

Project Goals:
Create production-ready designs that will allow us to support the 

following: 

•   Address key use cases of the MVP feature set

•   Establish an iOS design system for House Manager by leveraging

     existing brand components and adding relevant platform-specific

     elements

•   Deliver delight through relevant motion design and animation

•   Conduct user testing sessions to validate experiences

•   Work with A3 Engineers to handoff feasible and vetted designs

5 10 9
SECTIONS FEATURES WEEKS



Our Approach
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HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS

With each project phase, we broke user flows into sections and tackled 

one section at a time, slowly building towards the whole flow.

Each week, we  

•   formulated assumptions and designed experiences to either validate   

     or debunk them through user testing 

•   explored new ideas, researched and shared designs internally on a

     daily basies 

•  reviewed findings and designs with stakeholders and development

    team and iterated on them  

We also synced with the research team to test and validate these ideas to 

make sure were creating the best experience possible for House 

Manager members.



Loading Screen

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   Members want a welcoming and relatable experience that reaffirms
     the House Manager brand. 
•   This experience incorporates the color pallete and iconography used     
     throughout the mobile experience to tie it all together. 



Sign In

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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•   Members want a quick and intiutive way of signing into the mobile
     House Manager experience. 
•   After the first login, members are presented the option of enabling
    touch or face ID for easier login in future. 
•   Inline error messaging and validation occurs to provide the member
     with guidance throughout the experience. 

MOBILE EXPERIENCE



Feed

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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•   A central point where members can have quick and easy access to
    important information, and constant reminders of their upcoming
    appointments. 
•   The feed can be adapted to support the needs of members,
     operations, marketing and others on the House Manager team
     through the introduction of dynamic content modals for presenting
     and collecting information.  

MOBILE EXPERIENCE



Home Score

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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•   Members can use the Home Score as a reference point for status on
     the health, safety and general upkeep of their home. 
•   The Home Score provides members with another reason to enter the
     House Manager mobile app and engage with the content available. 
•   The House score encourages members to book service in order to
     maintain and increase their score across the various ranking factors. 

MOBILE EXPERIENCE



Account Profile

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   A central point where members can have quick and easy access to
    the details of their account including profile, billing, notifications,
    settings and member support. 
•   Members are presented with an overview of services, credits and
     savings to reaffirm the value of the House Manager membership.  



Services

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   A central point where members can have quick and easy access to
     schedule services from a general list, pending to-do’s or bundles to
     optimizing time and savings. 
•   As House Manager increases their offerings, this section can be
    expanded to include those like more services, materials, IoT devices
     and other upsells. 



Request Flow

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   Members are provided with a simple and intutive experience for
     requesting service that allows them to see the entire process from
     start to finish. 
•   Members are provided a step by step process to collect the
     information a House Manager needs to know about an appointment. 
•   We are providing a way for the member to digest and answer the key
     infomation without feeling like they need a House Manager to asses
     the problem.



To-Do-List

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   Allows members to see House Manager reccomendations along with
     their personal to-do’s to create a central place for all home
     maintaince and repairs. 
•   Members can quickly schedule services from the exisiting list as well
     as create new ones to save for later. 



Invoices

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   Members can have access to past House Manager visits including
     details of service, cost and savings. 
•   Provides members with a historical archive of work preformed on
     their home and the money they have invested. 



Inventory

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   An interactive expansion of the information collected in the home
    health report. 
•   This section provides a more engaging and informative insights into
     the inventory of the members home. 
•   This section ties in the other elements of the My Home section
     providing a hollistic view on the appliance, when it was serviced and
     any pending work. 



Error States

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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MOBILE EXPERIENCE

•   Reducing friction and frustation in the user experience by
     incorporating intitutive cues to let the member know what is
     happening throughout the experience. 



Messaging

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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How do we want to speak to members?

•   We want to be relatable and speak to the member at their level. 
•   We want to be educational and inform the member on how to take
     better care of their home. 
•   We want to be dependable and seen as a reliable source for home
     maintaince. 
•   We want to be trusted and seen as a go-to-source for members. 

INSIGHTS



Terminology

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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Why did we choose the terminology?

•   We want to use simple and relateable words that members can
      understand. 
•   We want to avoid confusing the member by using terminology with
     multiple meanings. 
•   We favor concise words to prevent complexity in design and
     confusion. 

INSIGHTS



User Testing

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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Why did we test and what did we learn?

We wanted to test the user experiences designed to make sure 
members were able to interact and complete key actions with ease. 

In testing our assumptions, we learned the following: 

•   There were challenges in discoverability of important information.
            Designs were modified to make this information more visible.  

•   There was friction for older demographic to understand the
            scheduling flow and how to complete the process. Designs were
            modified to support this target audiences experience. 

•   Members felt stuck in certain sections of flow because they didn’t
            always have the answer. ‘I don’t know’ option introduced to allow
            members to bypass these steps like matierals. 

•   Some of the terminilogy used throughout the experience caused
            confusion in members understanding and expectation. Language
            was updated to create a clearer and more relateable experience
            to minimize potential for member confusion. 

INSIGHTS



Goals for Mobile

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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•  Reduce the number of internal emails and operational support to
    manage bookings. 
•  Increase in the number of House Manager appointments booked
   overall and by member. 
•  Increase in the amount of times members just visit the experience
   compared to when the visit with the intention to book. 
•  Provide members with more insights on cost and time upfront to
    eliminiate hesitation in booking and cancelations. 
•  Compare where members are spending the most time on mobile and
    work to optimize and improve those sections of the experience. 

NEXT STEPS



Next Steps for Design

HIGHLIGHTS INSIGHTS BY EXPERIENCE INSIGHTS BY TOPIC NEXT STEPS
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•    Incorporate House Manager Profiles into the experience.
•    Create a system for collecting and presenting reviews.
•    Expand filter and sort menus to provide members with more options. 
•    Establish the home score as a House Manager standard and create
      more ways to interact with the content. 
•    Create a system for collecting and presenting reviews.

NEXT STEPS


